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We propose a catalog for elementary particles.The catalog includes Standard Model
particles, other ordinary-matter particles, dark-matter particles, dark-energy particles, and
a particle that does not fit in any of the previous categories.We show how some of the
particles we list could help people close gaps between theory (elementary-particle,
astrophysics, and cosmology theory) and known data. We base the catalog on solutions
to pairs of isotropic quantum harmonic oscillator equations.Math-based models link
spins, some masses and other properties, some interactions in which particles partake,
numbers of generations (for fermions), and symmetries people associate with special
relativity.
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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

We propose particles to add to the Standard Model lists of elementary particles and composite
particles. We show how existence of the proposed particles would narrow gaps between theory and
elementary-particle, astrophysical, and cosmology data. We point to possibilities for follow-on
experiments, observations, and theory.

In our approach, we do the following. We find math for which some solutions correlate with
Standard Model particles and other solutions might correlate with other particles. We develop a
catalog of elementary particles, including Standard Model particles and proposed particles. We use
the catalog to explain aspects of nature and to predict aspects of nature.

We list elementary particles - Standard Model ordinary-matter particles and possible other
ordinary-matter particles, dark-matter particles, dark-energy particles, and one particle that would not
fit in the previous categories. We describe properties of the proposed particles.

Based on the proposed particles, we provide a reason why the density of the universe of dark
matter should be more than five times the density of ordinary matter. We point to mechanisms that
govern the rate of expansion of the universe. Assuming that, during the big bang, matter and
antimatter were more equally abundant than they are today, we point to a mechanism that would
have led to today's preponderance of matter.
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Herein, we do not provide details about the math-based models we develop and use. We
present some such detail in the book Theory of Particles plus the Cosmos. [1] In the book, we also
present physics we discuss herein and we present other physics.

FAMILIES OF ELEMENTARY PARTICLES

We use the following numbers to index a catalog of Standard Model particles.S denotes spin
divided by ħ. Ω denotes either plus or minus S×(S+1). We use the term sign'(Ω) to denote a factor of
plus or minus 1. The case plus 1 pertains for free-ranging particles, including the Higgs boson (for
which S=0). The case minus 1 pertains for particles that do not range freely. We use the symbol m' to
denote rest mass. Values can be zero or non-zero.

Figure 1 lists seven of possibly at least eight families of elementary particles. The figure also
lists here two types of hadrons.

Figure 1. Families of Standard Model particles

We use the indices S, sign'(Ω), and m' to index the particles. In the discussion below, we do
not mention antiparticles. Each family (other than the H-family and the G-family) includes distinct
antiparticles.

The C-family features the familiar charged leptons - the electron, muon, and tauon.

The N-family features neutrinos. People have yet to measure neutrinos as moving at slower
than the speed of light. Some aspects of our models correlate with the existence of no more than 3
non-zero mass leptons. We believe we know how to re-interpret traditional notions that neutrinos
have non-zero mass. For example, in our model, gravity can mix the flavors of zero-mass neutrinos.
We list the N-family as having zero-mass particles.
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The H-family features just the Higgs boson.

We do not assign elementary-particle family names to the two types of hadrons. These
particles are composite particles.

The W-family features the weak-interaction - or W and Z - bosons.

The G-family features zero-mass free-ranging bosons. We choose the term G- to match the
first letter of each of "gamma ray" and "graviton." The only current Standard Model G-family
member is the photon.

Each of the above particles is free-ranging. The Standard Model includes members from each
of two families of non-free-ranging particles.The Standard Model portion of the Q-family features
quarks.The Standard Model portion of the Y-family features gluons.

Figure 2 lists eight possible families of elementary particles. The figure adds to and does not
change information we show in the previous figure.

Figure 2. Families of particles

In Figure 2, we add to Figure 1two types of information. Generations pertains to fermions.
Instances pertains to all particles. The concept of instances correlates with symmetries in the math-
based models that we use.

For neutrinos, we allude to the concept that people might use the term flavor instead of the
term generation.

For each of the Standard Model particles, the number of instances is 48. Ordinary matter
constitutes one of those instances. Below, we correlate the other 47 instances with dark matter and
dark energy.
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Here, we allude to G-family members other than the photon. Each G-family member has 2
polarizations - left-circular and right-circular. For gravitons, the spin is 2 and number of instances is
8. Here, the number 8 has significance regarding differentiating the combination of ordinary matter
and dark matter from dark energy.

For the remainder of the G-family particles, the spin can be 1 or 2 and the number of instances
can be 24, 8, or 1.

For the Q-family, math-based models point to possibilities for spin-3/2 particles and to 15
generations for such particles.

For the Y-family, our models point to possibilities for spin-2 particles.

Models point to a possible O-family. Here, particles masses would be somewhat similar to (but
greater than) W- and H-family masses. Here, as with Q- and Y-family particles, the particles cannot
be free-ranging.

COSMOLOGY AND ELEMENTARY PARTICLES

Figure 3 depicts instances of 48-instance stuff. From the perspective of people, one instance
correlates with ordinary matter. Five instances correlate with dark matter. Forty-two instances
correlate with dark energy. Each of eight vertical rectangles correlates with the span of 1 instance of
gravitons.

Figure 3. Instances (1 ordinary matter, 5 dark matter, 42 dark energy) and spans (of 8 gravitons)

A 5 : 1 ratio of some dark matter to ordinary matter is not incompatible with data indicating a
ratio of ~5.3 dark matter : 1 ordinary matter.
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A 7 : 1 ratio of dark energy to "ordinary matter plus dark matter" is not necessarily
incompatible with data, which currently correlate with an inferred ratio of ~2.2 : 1. The inferred ratio
is based on indirect effects of dark energy on ordinary-matter photons. The inferredratio grows from
~0 : 1 to the current value as the universe evolves.

Figure 4 lists G-family particles.

Figure 4. G-family particles

The G-family includes 7 free-ranging zero-mass particles, each with 2 polarizations, and each
with a spin of 1 or 2.

The force-law for each of the photon and graviton is r−2, in which r is the distance between
centers of two interacting objects.

Beyond the photon and graviton, of particular interest are a total of three sets of particles. The
1-instance particle would have an r−8 repulsive force. The 8-instance particles would have an r−6 net
attractive force. The 24-instance particles would have an r−4 net repulsive force.

Consider the 24-instance r−4 42G24& particle. People might think that this spin-1 particle has
some characteristics of a coherence between a photon and a graviton. For example, people might
consider the left-circular polarization of this particle to be comprised of a coherence of a right-
circularly polarized photon and a left-circularly polarized graviton.

For 2 close-together similar-size objects, the main force (between and within objects) evolves
from 84G2468& r−8 repulsion to r−6 attraction to r−4 repulsion to gravitational r−2 attraction and/or
electromagnetic r−2 attraction/repulsion.

r−8 repulsion drove the big bang.
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For the largest known astrophysical objects, repulsion, then attraction, and then repulsion led to
changes in the rate of expansion of the universe. Each of the 3 eras - initial accelerating rate of
expansion, slowing rate of expansion, and increasing rate of expansion - spanned some billions of
years. The third era, featuring r−4 repulsion, continues now.

MASSES OF SOME ELEMENTARY PARTICLES

We find, from our approach's models, the possibilities that the ratios of squares of masses for
the W boson, Z boson, and Higgs boson are approximately 7 to 9 to 17. (See Figure 5.) The most
accurately known value is the mass of the Z boson. These ratios yield a calculated W boson mass
that is within 3 standard deviations of experimental results. These ratios yield a calculated Higgs
boson mass that is within 1 standard deviation of experimental results. The square of the cosine of
the weak-interaction mixing angle (or "Weinberg angle") is, at least approximately, 7 / 9ths.

Figure 5. Elementary-particle masses

We use the math-based models to estimate masses for O-family bosons. These masses are non-
zero. We note that creating an O-family boson may entail creating Q-family members and multiple
O-family members. We do not predict energies necessary to create composite particles containing O-
family members.

We use ourmodels to calculate a mass for the tauon. (See Figure 5.) We define β by the
formula (4/3)(β6)2 equals the ratio of electromagnetic repulsion to gravitational attraction for two
electrons. We define β' to be the ratio of the mass of a tauon to the mass of an electron. The models
point to the possibility that β' equals β. Based on the equality, we calculate a tauon mass.
Experimental error in the gravitational constant GN governs the standard deviation in the calculation.
The calculated tauon mass fits well with experimental results. The calculated mass features a smaller
standard deviation than the experimental standard deviation.
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People might want to refine measurement of both the gravitational constant and the tauon
mass.

THE PREPONDERANCE OF MATTER COMPARED TO ANTIMATTER

People speculate that the early universe could have contained as much antimatter as matter.

An O-family particle and its antiparticle would have charges of ±(1/3)|qe|.O-family interactions
with Q-family particles can convert (for example) anti-quarks into quarks.

Such interactions could be key to explaining "baryon asymmetry," the current predominance of
matter compared to antimatter. The reactions likely would have occurred before the formation of
baryons.

To the extent O-family particles exist today, such interactions could be considered as
contributing to violations of CPT-related symmetries.

SOME ASTROPHYSICS PHENOMENA

People state that, for a galaxy, there is not enough ordinary matter to provide for gravity
sufficient to bind the galaxy. People discuss the possibility that dark matter provides for part of the
needed gravity. We suggest that the "galaxy rotation problem" could be partly solved by effects of a
gravitational somewhat analog to electromagnetism's magnetic field.

Quasars could result from expulsion of stuff from black holes, via effects of r−4 repulsion
associated with some G-family particles.

NEUTRINO OSCILLATIONS AND MASSES

People interpret astrophysics data as implying an upper bound on the sum of the masses of
neutrinos. People attempt to measure neutrino masses.People sometimes say that at least one flavor
of neutrino needs to have non-zero mass, in order to account for neutrino oscillations. People say
that, as yet, non-zero mass neutrinos do not fit in the Standard Model. We know of no observations
of neutrinos traveling at less that the speed of light.

We think that neutrinos have zero mass, gravity interacts with a neutrino via the cloud of
virtual particles that accompany the neutrino, and neutrino interactions with gravity cause neutrino
oscillations. In effect, gravity interacts with the non-zero energy (E) and the non-zero momentum (P)
in an expression,E2 − c2P2, that correlates with the cloud of virtual particles that accompanies a
neutrino.

SOME ASPECTS OF MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS

A goal of mathematical physics is to find and use math-based models that correlate with data
about nature.
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As of the year 2015, gaps exist for the very small (elementary particles) and the very large
(cosmology).

We try to catalog elementary particles via math-based models that, people might say, do not try
directly to extend some aspects of math-based models that people use regarding Standard-Model
physics. We use solutions to equations pertaining to "isotropic pairs of isotropic quantum harmonic
oscillators."

We think our approach provides a way to harmonize gravity and quantum mechanics.

We think our approach provides a way to address infinities that people associate with the sum
of ground-state energy of photons and possibly with the total energy (or mass) in the universe.

We think people can use our approach to help determine limits of applicability of various
theories.

People developed special relativity to model classical-physics motion. People associate
Poincare group symmetries with special relativity.Some elementary particles do not comply with
Poincare symmetry. Those particles are the Q-family, including quarks; the Y-family, including
gluons; and the O-family. Poincare symmetry applies to composite particles made from those
particles.

We think people can integrate, into an extended Standard Model results, from our work. We
think that doing so would not overly disturb aspects (including, for example, calculations of
anomalous magnetic moments) of the Standard model that correlate with nature.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In our approach to this research, we do the following.We find math for which some solutions
correlate with Standard Model particles and other solutions might correlate with other particles.We
develop a catalog of elementary particles, including Standard Model particles and proposed
particles.We use the catalog to explain aspects of nature and to predict aspects of nature.

As far as we know, results we describe above come from attempted research that does not
disagree with observations and that exhibits both breadth and internal consistency. Opportunities
such as the following exist. Add quantitative results on top of qualitative aspects of the work. Test
more aspects of the theory against more data. Correct any errors. Possibly extend or trim the scope of
the work. Integrate results from our work into an evolving Standard Model.
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